
Russia, Under Sanctions, Looks for Ruble
Offshore Market
The deputy finance minister said the idea the ruble should become a
reserve currency has not been ruled out.
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Banks outside Russia may have to buy and hold more rubles on their overseas accounts. Pixabay

Russia aims to establish an offshore ruble market to boost its currency's global role and help
offset the impact of Western sanctions, deputy finance minister Alexei Moiseev told Reuters.

As part of the process, which he said was supported by the central bank, the government plans
to partially relax rules that compel companies to return export revenues to Russia.

"The idea that the ruble should become a reserve currency has not been cancelled," Moiseev
said.

Under Western sanctions since 2014, Russia has been trying to build its own financial
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infrastructure to protect itself from any further curbs on activity by its banks and companies.
It has already set up its own credit rating agency, payment system and clearing house.

Moscow now wants to promote a bigger role for the ruble, including more use of the currency
to settle transactions between Russian companies and foreign counterparties.

At present, Moscow asks companies to return a certain share of foreign exchange revenues
to Russia, with exceptions for some sanctions-hit firms. Conversion of these revenues into
rubles helps support the national currency.

Related article: Big Mac Index Counts Ruble as Most Undervalued Currency

Moiseev said his ministry is now proposing that from 2020 companies be allowed to keep
earnings received and converted into rubles abroad outside Russia, in a step-by-step easing
process depending on what a company is exporting.

"For example, a company sold trucks to Latin America, got payment in U.S. dollars. The
money came to the bank where the truck manufacturer has an account, the bank has
converted it into rubles and credited it to their (the manufacturer's) account," Moiseev said.

The company will then need only to show the Russian authorities an account statement from
a foreign bank proving it received the rubles for an export deal, Moiseev said.

The change should mean that banks outside Russia, including units of the local lenders such
as Sberbank or VTB, will need to buy and hold more rubles on their overseas accounts.

Revenues received in foreign currency will still have to be repatriated as now, excluding
special cases for some sanctions-hit companies determined by the government, he said.

If the changes are successful, Russia could follow in the footsteps of China, which has strictly
controlled yuan trade on the mainland and offshore yuan trading in a number of places from
Hong Kong and Singapore to London.

A number of Russian companies hit by the western sanctions have government permission
not to return foreign revenues back home.

Moiseev said Rosneft, Russia's top oil producer, has requested such a right and that the
finance ministry is currently is studying the request. Rosneft did not reply to a Reuters request
for comment.
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